
Chapter 7

The Renaissance
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LOOKING AHEAD



Key Terms

• Renaissance 
• paraphrase 
• hymn  
• Mass 
• chanson  
• imitative counterpoint 
• homophony 
• a cappella

• point of imitation 
• declamation 
• word painting 
• motet 
• madrigal 
• pavan 
• galliard 
• jig
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Renaissance Timeline
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The Renaissance

• Renaissance = “rebirth” 
• revival of ancient Greek and Roman 

culture 
• new focus on human experience 

–scientific method based on observation 
–arts guided by sensory experience
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New Attitudes

• humanism 
• exploration 
• classicism 
• reformation 
• education
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Renaissance Music

• favors beautiful a cappella sonorities 
• uses consonant harmonies 
• carefully controls dissonance 
• mixes textures  
• increasingly attempts to express 

feelings
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Renaissance vs. Middle Ages

• simpler, more singable melodies 
• richer harmonies 
• similar modes 
• simpler rhythms 
• mixed textures 
• richer tone color
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Paraphrase

• values melodic character of chant (unlike 
medieval organum) 
– gives it specific meter and rhythm 
– embellishes it 
– emphasizes the sensuous aspect of chant
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Early Homophony

• paraphrased melodies emphasized in 
top voice 

• supporting polyphonic voices create 
simple chords 

• result is plainchant harmonization 
– sounds homophonic 
– emphasizes sonorous effect of rich 

chords
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Dufay, “Ave maris stella”

• harmonization of plainchant 
hymn 

• strophic form 
• odd verses sung as chant 
• even verses 

– use paraphrase 
– use homophonic setting
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Dufay, “Ave maris stella”



The Mass

• in Middle Ages 
–Mass sung in plainchant 
–organum added some polyphonic 

music 
• Renaissance composers 

–added more polyphonic music 
–sought to unify Mass musically 

–using chant or popular melodies
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Imitation

• type of polyphonic 
texture 

• melodic voices 
enter one after 
another on 
different pitches 

• voices take turns 
vying for attention
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Homophony

• top voice dominates 
• lower voices support melody with 

rich chords 
– follow rhythm of top voice 
–create “block chord” feel 

• provides effective contrast to 
imitation and polyphony
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High Renaissance Style

• a cappella sound 
• medieval modes 
• medium register, smooth melodies 
• mostly consonant chords 
• alternation between imitation and 

homophony 
• metric but without strong accents
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Josquin Desprez, Pange lingua Mass

• unified Mass—based on 
plainsong hymn 

• used the five standard 
movements 
– Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, 

Agnus Dei
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Pange lingua Mass, Kyrie

Kyrie I 
• point of imitation 
• motive paraphrases chant hymn’s first 

phrase 
• final soprano entrance paraphrases 

second phrase
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Pange lingua Mass, Kyrie

Christe 
• two successive points of imitation 

Kyrie II 
• begins with point of imitation 
• ends with free materials
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Pange lingua Mass, 
from the Gloria

• alternating textures 
–eight points of imitation 
– four homophonic sections 

• urgent plea for mercy (miserere 
nobis)
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Pange lingua Mass, 
from the Gloria

Qui tollis peccata mundi, 

MISERERE NOBIS. 
Qui tollis peccata mundi, 

SUSCIPE 
DEPRECATIONEM NOSTRAM. 

Qui sedes ad dexteram 
Patris,  

miserere nobis.

You who take away the 
sins of the world, 

Have mercy upon us 
You who take away the 

sins of the world, 
Hear our prayer.  

You who sit at the right 
hand of the Father, 

Have mercy upon us.
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Pange lingua Mass, 
from the Gloria

Quoniam tu solus sanctus, 
tu solus Dominus,  

TU SOLUS ALTISSIMUS, 
JESU CHRISTE,  

Cum sancto spiritu, in gloria 
Dei Patris. 

AMEN. 
(Capital letters indicate 

phrases sung in homophony.)

For you alone are holy, you 
alone are the Lord,  

You alone are the most 
high, Jesus Christ, 

With the Holy Spirit, in the 
glory of God the Father. 

Amen.
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Pange lingua Mass, 
from the Gloria



Late Renaissance Style

• rooted in High 
Renaissance 
style 

• most evident in 
sacred music 

• universal, 
international 
style
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Counter-Reformation

• the Catholic Church’s answer to the 
Reformation 

• Council of Trent, 1545 
–met to reform worship and practices of 

the Church 
–considered banning complex 

polyphonic music
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High vs. Late Renaissance

Josquin, Pange lingua Mass 

Palestrina, Pope Marcellus Mass 
• more homophonic (response to Council 

of Trent?) 
• clearer declamation 
• richer sonorities—six parts, varied 

groupings
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High vs. Late Renaissance

Josquin 
 Qui tollis peccata mundi, 
 MISERERE NOBIS. 
 Qui tollis peccata mundi, 
 SUSCIPE  DEPRECATIONEM  

NOSTRAM. 
 Qui sedes ad dexteram  

Patris, 
 miserere nobis. 

(Capital letters = homophony)

Palestrina 
 QUI TOLLIS PECCATA MUNDI, 
 MISERERE NOBIS. 
 QUI TOLLIS PECCATA MUNDI, 
 Suscipe DEPRECATIONEM 
  NOSTRAM. 
 QUI SEDES AD DEXTERAM 
  PATRIS, 
 MISERERE NOBIS.
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Renaissance Motet

• short composition using Latin words 
• usually sacred text 
• alternating imitation and homophony 
• often more expressive than Mass 

– effective declamation 
– text painting
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Music as Expression

• composers inspired by descriptions 
of ancient Greek music 

• began to “illustrate” words and 
phrases 
–accurate declamation 
–word painting
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Accurate Declamation

• declamation = the manner in which 
words are set to music 

• accurate = rhythms closely match 
natural speech
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Word Painting

• musical illustration of the meaning of 
a word or phrase 
– rapid notes for “fly” or “glitter” 
– high notes of upward leaps for “up” 
– descending motive for “sigh” 
– dissonance for “grief,” “cruel,” “harsh,”
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Josquin Desprez, “Mille Regrets”

• Polyphonic chanson 
• Sorrowful tone portrayed through 

somber harmonies, drooping 
melodies, and slow-moving rhythm 

• Two homophonic moments 
• Straightforward musical rendering of 

grief of the words
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Mille Regrets

Mille regretz de vous abandonner 
Et d'eslonger vostre fache amoureuse, 
Jay si grand dueil et paine douloureuse, 
Quon me verra brief mes jours definer.
A thousand regrets at deserting you
and leaving behind your loving face,
I feel so much sadness and such painful distress,
that it seems to me my days will soon dwindle away.



Mille Regrets



Madrigal

• originated in Italy c. 1530 
• short composition set to one-stanza 

love poem 
• changing motives and textures 
• one singer to a part 
• realized ideal of music as 

expression
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Madrigal vs. Mass or Motet
Unlike Mass or motet: 
• points of imitation are shorter 
• imitation less strict 
• often more homophony 
• words more important 
• great variety in declamation and word 

painting 
• Madrigals are usually very secular
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Weelkes, “As Vesta Was from 
Latmos Hill Descending”

• simple rhythms 
• clear harmonies 
• crisp, engaging melodic motives 
• accurate declamation 
• frequent word painting
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Word Painting in  
Weelkes’s Madrigal
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Renaissance Dance Music

In the 1500s: 
–many new instruments developed or 

perfected 
–dance music more and more popular 
–dances from many nations used 

throughout Europe
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Popular Renaissance Dances

• jig 
– very fast dance in compound meter

• Dances often written in pairs - like the Pavan an 
Galliard 

• pavan 
– solemn dance, slow duple meter, formal stepping and 

stopping 
• galliard 

– lively dance, fast triple meter, kicking and leaping steps



Renaissance Dance Features

• characteristic rhythm to support steps 
• simple textures, generally homophonic 
• frequent repetition and contrast 
• simple tunes, often ornamented 
• some stylized—intended for listening 
• dances often composed and performed 

in pairs.  Pavanne and Galliard
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Galliard, “Daphne”

• violin family ensemble 
• clear beat, triple meter feel 
• simple homophonic texture 
• clear cadences and repeated phrases (a a b b 

c c) 
• ornamentation of repeats
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Galliard, “Daphne”
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“Kemp’s Jig”

• recorder, lute, and viola da gamba 
• fast duple meter 
• simple homophonic texture 
• repetition and contrast (a a b) 
• increasing ornamentation 
• stylization—cadence elision at measures 8–9
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“Kemp’s Jig”
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